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I extruded the profile of the site’s windows. The apertures in the shape
funnel the light from the side windows horizontally across the space.
The new inserts to the building reference the monumental scale and form
of ‘brick cathedral’ power station design style and the existing Crittall
windows. (case study: Battersea power station)
Ground floor (visualisation)

Introduction
The untitled workplace project 2 is a workplace for new businesses, with
the primary objective to help the businesses grow in terms of productivity
and scale.
The workplace draws upon the resources that the site offers; exposing
promising new businesses to the large corporations already present
within Finzels Reach, in the interest of supporting the propagation of new
businesses and innovation.
New businesses can sign up to become members of the workplace.
There are four groups that make up the ecosystem underpinning how the
workplace functions, these are: start-ups, enterprises, mentors and the
public.
Concepts
This project takes direction from a book called Convivial Urban Spaces by
Henry Shaftoe. Shaftoe explores what draws people to places and how a
vibrant ‘public space culture’ can be created.
My project also incorporates the theories surrounding the public and private
domains of architect and author, Herman Hertzberger. My final spatial
outcome reflects a consciousness of how the user identifies with these
domains in each part of the space.
I carried out a ‘social study’ into how people socialise in urban
environments. I wanted to understand what spaces would naturally attract
groups of people and how different spatial qualities would dictate the
nature of the social activity. My final spatial outcome replicates some of the
conditions I observed in the social study, in an effort to create somewhere
people would want to convene.

I ‘sliced’ through the resultant shape at an angle.
The high ceiling gives the ground floor space an outdoors-like quality. It
functions as an extension to the street around the site, inviting the public to
come inside and dwell. (case study: Lab City CentraleSupélec, OMA)
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The form has been hollowed out so that the space behind can be used
and the pillars support the floor slabs.
There have been minimal alterations to the existing interior of the building.
The transition between the old and the new is pertinent, so they juxtapose
one another. (case study: Tate Modern, Herzog & De Meuron)

The first and second floors are dedicated workspace for the resident
businesses.
Start-up companies are situated on the first floor, once they form a working
business model they scale up and become an Enterprise, at which point they
move onto the second floor.
In order to support members in growing their business and offer an affordable
option to new businesses unlike any other on the market, members must
have a portion of personal space which they micromanage entirely by
themselves. This is so:
- They experience the feeling of independence of an established
company
- They can develop managerial skills required to run a business
- They can adapt this space to their individual business practices
- They can to research, develop and test changes to products and
services
- They have the freedom to take on a small number of staff
- They have space to meet with investors, clients or customers
The workspaces (on the first and second floors) comprise of an open, flexible
team room bordered by eight enclosed units, each one assigned to a resident
business. (case study: The Gantry, Hawkins/Brown)

Second floor (visualisation)

Materials (left to right): beech wood, aged brown leather, brushed aluminium, translucent polycarbonate panelling, white ACP (aluminium composite panel) cladding.

picnic tables

The steps double in function as a work lounge for the resident
businesses and as an event/lecture space.
The steps act like a street where informal interactions and the crosspollination of ideas occurs between members as they pass through or dwell in
the space. This is a workplace objective which I found to be important to the
target user. (case study: Interview with Nick Sierra, Sierra Tuition founder)
Leather cushions scattered on the steps encourage dwelling in the space
and actively promote users’ freedom and choice. (case study: Framework
Coworking, Bristol)

Floor plans (scale 1:200)

The entire ground floor acts like a ‘town square’ for the public and the
resident businesses.
Designed to attract a business-minded community and offer them somewhere
to exchange raw ideas in a casual, convivial, cross-disciplinary environment.
The marketplace on the ground floor provides catering to the building and
offers new businesses somewhere to test and promote their goods and
services. Resident businesses and mentors are entitled to a spot at the
market as a part of an internal alumni scheme.

Ground floor (visualation)
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